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T o our customers, we’d like to say that in
these post-9/11 days, General Services
Administration’s (GSA) Federal Supply

Service (FSS) is and will be proud to assist in
protecting and defending our citizens in the face of
emergencies.  Now, more than ever, it is important
to protect what matters.  FSS offers numerous
products and services that do just that.  Whether it’s
installing a surveillance and security system into a
building, increasing preparedness for a biological
attack, outfitting a new office with furniture, or
supporting transportation infrastructure, FSS has
your solution.

With the new Department of Homeland Security,
Federal employees are tasked with complex
responsibilities in order to effectively perform the
missions of the new organization.  Not only does FSS
offer many products and services necessary to
accomplish this task, the Multiple Award Schedules
(MAS) program allows for quick and easy ordering
procedures that meet the competition requirements
of the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR).

We understand that because of the complexity of
homeland security issues, this publication can only
be used as a guide.  Once you have determined the
needs of your particular agency, several customer-
friendly options are available to you electronically.
Searching for products/services and performing
market research is easy through GSA Advantage!®

at www.gsaadvantage.gov, the online shopping
source for Federal government purchasing agents. 
e-Buy, accessed through GSA Advantage!®, is an
online Request for Quotes (RFQ) tool that allows
Federal buyers to obtain quotes and issue orders 
for products and services offered through GSA's
Multiple Awards Schedule (MAS) program.  If you 

have questions or comments about e-Buy, please
contact us at 1-877-472-3777.

Buying on Schedule means that you don’t have
to incur administrative costs that are usually
associated with open market buying costs, like
searching for vendors, developing technical
documents, travel, synopsizing the requirement, 
and more.  Offering Best Value means making your
purchasing easier and less time consuming—
because your time is valuable.

By using the Schedules Program you are
guaranteed fair prices.  Our team of contracting
professionals has already negotiated all terms and
conditions.  Contractors are glad to offer Best Value
pricing.  It’s clear: Multiple Awards Schedule
Contractors offer “Most Favored Customer”
discounts, as well as direct access to volume
discounts.  Additional price reductions may be
obtained on a case-by-case basis when you use the
Multiple Awards Schedule (MAS).

In accordance with simplified ordering
procedures, you may contact a MAS contractor
directly for information and consultation.  
Contract award information is available                         
at fss.gsa.gov/elibrary.  We also provide training 
to contractors and our agency customers.

Training can also be provided in conjunction
with other agency-sponsored training events.  
For questions or training inquiries, please call 
1-866-GSA-1177. If your agency is interested in
training on how to use the Multiple Award Schedules
(MAS), please call 703-305-3099.

You may also contact our Security Solutions
Points of Contact (POCs) listed on page 61 of this
publication.  Please send us your comments and
questions about this guide and ideas you may have
on how to improve future publications.
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Preparedness and Supporting First Responders

1.  What is Preparedness?
Preparedness is having capabilities in place to deal with unplanned or emergency situations.  Currently, a
large part of assuring preparedness revolves around transportation security.  Are adequate measures in
place that maximize security in the air and on our nation’s railways, highways, and bridges?  Studies,
analysis, and contingency planning, as well as cargo security, shipment tracking, and proper warehousing
of goods and materials are all important components in increasing and maintaining a high level of security
and preparedness.  Other components that play into preparedness can include emergency power and
critical systems.

2.  What is a First Responder?
First responders are often local police, firefighters, and/or other emergency medical professionals.
Federal law enforcement may also be members of this group.  Staff must be contacted and mobilized
immediately.  Furniture, communications, and data must be quickly assigned and networked.  These are
professions that require high amounts of training and sophisticated equipment to successfully perform
the tremendous duties with which they are charged.  FSS can provide the equipment and services
necessary to perform your agency’s mission.

GSA ROLE
The events of September 11th underscore the importance of providing support for disaster response
planning, prevention, transportation security, and law enforcement.  Within minutes of the September 11th
attacks on America, associates from GSA’s Federal Supply Service (FSS) had joined state and local first
responders.  FSS established a command center in New York, locating vehicles for the recovery effort and
providing firefighting equipment, protective clothing, tools, dust masks and food to the rescue crews and
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) personnel.  GSA can provide all agencies a range of
support products and services to accomplish these missions when time is a critical factor in your
success.

From transitioning your office furniture and personnel to obtaining consulting services and
communication solutions, GSA is there every step of the way.

OVERVIEW
One of the most effective ways in these times to protect what matters is to ensure that
measures are in place that increase preparedness for when events occur.  The second
measure is making certain that those who respond first to emergency situations are
properly outfitted and trained. 

Definitions

SERVICES ACQUISITION CENTER POC: Jeff Manthos 703-305-6085

Shanna Smith 703-305-3093

OFFICE SUPPLIES AND ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES CENTER POC: Mary Ann DeFeo  212-264-2306

GENERAL PRODUCTS ACQUISITION CENTER POC: Harry Henson  817-978-8684

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ACQUISITION CENTER POC: David Orcutt  703-305-7898

MANAGEMENT SERVICES CENTER POC: Dennis Blood  253-931-7514

NATIONAL FURNITURE CENTER POC: Chris Bennethum  703-305-6943

OFFICE AND SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT CENTER POC: Donald Beaver 703-305-7408

Jacqueline Hackney 703-305-6770

HARDWARE SUPERSTORE POC: Ellen Upchurch 816-926-7808

The following information is meant to increase the ease in use of this publication.  The information is color-coded
by Center and can be found in the bottom corner of the pages in this publication.  Contact these individuals for
specific questions pertaining to the information that appears on the corresponding pages.

THE MULTIPLE AWARDS SCHEDULE (MAS) PROGRAM
A Multiple Award Schedule (MAS), also known as a Federal Supply Schedule or GSA Schedule, is one of

the most powerful business tools you have available.  It is a listing of contracts awarded by GSA, Federal

Supply Service.  GSA awards contracts to multiple responsible companies supplying comparable services

and products.  It is essentially a listing of awarded contractors that can be used by all Federal entities and

authorized users to achieve their missions.  Contracting Officers determine that prices are fair and

reasonable by comparing prices or discounts that a company offers the Government, with the prices or

discounts that the company offers to its own commercial customers.  This negotiation objective is

commonly known as “most favored customer” pricing.

A SIN is a special item number.  SINs in the MAS program represent groups of generally similar, but not

identical, products that are intended to serve the same general purpose.  These products normally

compete in the marketplace for the same customer’s business, although they may provide various

methods or techniques for accomplishing a particular task. 
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Let GSA manage all of your furniture needs while your agency focuses on national security
issues.  We can design, set up, relocate and maintain furniture for new or existing offices.
There are lease and rent options to further aid in the furnishing of a new facility.  And there are
total system solutions that provide packaged furniture to outfit an entire office, healthcare
room, or any other room you require. 

Furniture and Furnishing Solutions

NATIONAL FURNITURE CENTER
POC:  Chris Bennethum
703-305-6943
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SCHEDULE 71 I 

This schedule provides first responders direct and easy access to furniture products 

and services.

Leased Furniture Systems — Services under this SIN allow customers to lease office furniture.  
Some vendors provide a lease to own clause.  SIN 711 96

Reconfiguration and Relocation Services — Includes the range of services that are necessary to
reconfigure system furniture layouts up to a maximum of 200 workstations within an existing on-site project
area.  Reconfiguration involves the disassembling and reassembling of components that may involve minor
or major changes within the existing workstation/furniture layout plan.  Agencies must define the scope of
services required.  SIN 711 93

Rental Furniture — Services under this SIN provide customers with short-and long-term rental of office
furniture.  SIN 711 97

This schedule provides customers a complete turnkey packaged furniture program that offers all

of the products and services necessary to create the ideal working environment.

Packaged Healthcare Room — This program provides all products and services necessary to furnish
long-term care rooms, exam rooms, waiting rooms and healthcare offices. 

Packaged Office — This program enables customers to furnish, upgrade, or remodel any office space. 
We offer all products and services necessary to furnish training rooms, conference rooms, executive offices
and classrooms.

SCHEDULE 71 II H

Vertical File, 5-drawer, letter size, with lock, heavy duty

7110-01-328-8412 Gray
7110-01-328-8413 Black
7110-01-328-8414 Parchment

Vertical File, 5-drawer, legal size, with lock, heavy duty

7110-01-328-8418 Gray
7110-01-328-8419 Black
7110-01-328-8420 Parchment

QUICK SHIP ITEMS
SHELL CHAIRS
Type I, high back, tilt swivel with arms

7110-01-188-3953 Dark Blue
7110-01-188-3955 Brown
7110-01-188-3956 Gray
7110-01-188-3943 Black

Type II, low back, tilt swivel with arms

7110-01-188-3962 Dark Blue
7110-01-188-3964 Brown
7110-01-188-3965 Gray
7110-01-188-3944 Black

QUICK SHIP ITEMS
STEEL CHAIRS
Type II, Typist’s Rotary Posture Chair

7100-00-273-8791 Gray

QUICK SHIP ITEMS
METAL OFFICE FURNITURE
Desk, single pedestal with center drawer and lock, 
60" W x 30" D x 29" H min.

7110-01-015-1361 Right Pedestal
7110-01-021-3609 Left Pedestal

Desk, single pedestal with L-return attachment, 
60" W x 30" D x 29" H with 18" D (min.) x 29" H 
L-return

7110-01-493-6758 Right hand pedestal with
left hand return

7110-01-493-6760 Left hand pedestal with
right hand return

Desk, double pedestal with center drawer

7110-00-149-1630

Lateral File, 36" wide, without laminated plastic top,
with lock, with four (4) drawers (bottom) and one (1)
top shelf (5 tiers high), medium duty

7110-00-149-1660 Black
7110-00-149-1661 Parchment

Lateral File, 36" wide, without laminated top, with lock,
with four (4) drawers (bottom) and one (1) top shelf (5
tiers high), heavy duty

7110-01-328-9470 Black
7110-01-328-9471 Parchment

Vertical File, 5-drawer, legal size, with lock, 
medium duty

7110-00-497-1783 Black
7110-00-497-1829 Parchment
7110-00-286-3796 Gray

Vertical File, 5-drawer, letter size, with lock, 
medium duty

7110-00-497-2346 Black
7110-00-497-2370 Parchment
7110-00-286-3798 Gray

Several of the GSA National Furniture Center’s contracts offer a “Quick Ship” provision,
enabling customers to get needed furniture shipped shortly after the contractor’s receipt of the
order.  A nominal fee is assessed for expedited handling.  The following items are offered under
this Quick Ship provision:

Furniture and Furnishing Solutions

For the Mid-Atlantic region, additional services may 
be provided to Homeland operations that include the
services of the “Personal Property Center”and Franconia
Warehouse operations.  (Rapid shipment of used,
refurbished, and [limited] new furniture and furnishings.)
Also, transportation services are provided by the L’Enfant
Plaza Office.  In the Washington Metropolitan region,
contact Ms. Susan Lynch at 703-407-0065 or Ken Miller 
at 703-557-1440.
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GSA can provide your agency with initial support services to hire, manage and maintain
personnel and positions.  Our services include pre-employment screening, interviewing and
interrogation training, recruitment and internal placement.

OFFICE SUPPLIES AND ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES CENTER
POC:     Mary Ann DeFeo 
212-264-2306

Human Resource Solutions

6
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SCHEDULE 69

Computer Investigation Training/Forensics — Includes courses that deal with the elements of hacking,
telecommunications, fraud, and the collection and preservation of computer evidence.  Advanced courses
are for those whose primary duties revolve around computer crime.  Topics include practices for seizing
electronic evidence, trends in computer crime, and computer forensics for those who analyze the seized
evidence.

CPR Training SIN 27-100

Interviewing and Interrogation Training — Includes courses on techniques, effective body language
techniques, understanding the relevant psychological factors in obtaining confessions, and how to determine
truthfulness of confessions.  SIN 27-400

Investigation Training — Includes courses teaching how to identify critical information, analyze threats,
use of surveillance vehicles, and information collection.  Also includes courses on investigative photography
covering basis principles, lenses and accessories, low light photography, digital imaging, and legal
requirements of photographic evidence.

Surveillance Technology Training — Includes courses in the use of audio, electronic, or video
technologies for surveillance.  SIN(s) 27-200, 27-300, 27-400, 27-500 

Human Resource Solutions

Pre-Employment Screening – Security Screening for employees and potential employees (high end/low
end).  Screening is in accordance with National Industrial Security Program Operating Manual (NISPOM).
Examples of the high-end investigations include: National Agency Check with Local Agency Checks (LAC)
and Credit Checks (NACLC); Local Agency Check; Single-Scope Background Investigation (SSBI); and
Single Scope-Background Investigation Periodic Reinvestigation (SSBI-PR).  Examples of low-end screening
are verification of previous employers; salary histories; criminal records checks; education verification;
reference checks; professional license verification; and credit history checks.  Investigative activities are
conducted in compliance with the Fair Credit Report Act, (Title 15 USC), as amended.  SIN 595-21 (C)

Recruitment and Internal Placement — Executive Search Services (an all-inclusive spectrum of hiring
needs with both care, professionalism, and efficiency).  SIN 595-21(B)

SCHEDULE 738 X

To access our full MAS offering, visit us at fss.gsa.gov/elibrary.
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Use these contracts to provide services and products for your agency’s first responders.  Our
solutions will assist you with disaster planning efforts in critical times.

GENERAL PRODUCTS ACQUISITION CENTER
POC:  Harry Henson 
817-978-8684

To access our full MAS offering, visit us at fss.gsa.gov/elibrary.

Alcohol Detection Devices   SIN 426-4D

ATVs   SIN 252-01

Boats, Powered   SIN(s) 260-01, 3, 6

Corrosion Protection Units to Preserve War Reserves Ammunition, Etc.   SIN 361-99A

Criminal Investigative Equipment and Supplies   SIN 426-4N

Direct Link Crisis Communications Systems   SIN 426-99

Disaster Relief, Decontamination, Rapid Deployment Shelters   SIN 361-99A

Drug Detection Equipment   SIN 426-4M

Emergency Patient Transportation and Immobilization Devices  SIN 465-10

Fingerprint and Evidential Casting Materials   SIN 426-4L

Fire Extinguishing/Suppressing Products   SIN 465-11

Firearms Storage   SIN 426-3C

Firefighting and Rescue Tools and Equipment   SIN 465-19

Firefighting Clothing   SIN(s) 633-30, 
30A, 32, 35,37

Forced Entry Tools   SIN 426-1G

Fuel Cell Systems   SIN 412-99

Gun Powder Residue Test Kits   SIN 426-4L

Hazardous Material Detection and Alarms (Toxic Gases, Explosives, etc.)   SIN 246-20

Heat Sensing Devices   SIN 256-25

In-vehicular Barriers, Shields, Restraint Systems   SIN 426-3B 

Isomersion and Immersion In-cell and In-country SIN 738 II
Training (Over 167 Foreign Languages Offered)

SCHEDULE 84*

Law Enforcement and Security Solutions
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K-9 Bomb/Drug Detection Service   SIN 426-2A

Law Enforcement Equipment - Handcuffs, SIN 426-1A
Gun and Flashlight Holsters, Batons   

Material Handling Equipment   SIN Group 629**

Portable Generators   SIN 383-1

Portable Light Towers   SIN 412-99

Portable Surveillance Equipment   SIN 426-4S

Protective Worksuits - Chemical, Electrical, Waterproof   SIN(s) 633-4, 6, 15, 18, 19, 
21, 21A, 25, 99

Search and Rescue Dogs    SIN 426-99

Snowmobiles   SIN 252-12

Tactical Deployable Structures for Medical Units, Field Hospitals, SIN 361-99A
Command Centers, Aviation Maintenance   

Temporary Services SIN(s) 736-100,200, 
300, 400, 500

Thermal Imager   SIN 567-99

Utility Vehicles   SIN(s) 251-3, 5, 6, 7

Vehicle Monitor (Tracking) Systems/Stolen Vehicle Recovery   SIN 426-4Q

Vehicular Arrest Systems   SIN 246-35

Vehicular Emergency Systems - Sirens, Light Bars, SIN 426-3A
Spot and Flood Lights, P.A. Systems  

Vehicular Gun Racks   SIN 426-4G

Voice Stress Analyzers   SIN 426-99

Water Purification/ Sewer Treatment Equipment   SIN(s) 641-1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9

SCHEDULE 84*

Law Enforcement and Security Solutions

**Group designation of SINs – Refers to a large group of SINs that offer this type of product/service which begins with this 3-digit prefix.
*Formerly Schedule 539

*Formerly Schedule 539
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SERVICES ACQUISITION CENTER
POC:  Shanna Smith
703-305-3093

Financial and Business Solutions

This Schedule provides first responders with direct and easy access to a wide array of financial

services.  The most crucial of which fall into the following categories:

Due Diligence Services — Includes providing title searches, researching tax liens and conducting an
overall review of a financial asset to determine its financial status and history.  SIN 520-3

Financial and Performance Audits — Includes key audits such as: forensic audits; internal control audits;
program vulnerability audits and financial audit checks.  SIN(s) 520-7, 520-8

Financial Background Checks — Includes the performance of various credit reports.  These reports allow
you to determine the financial stability of both potential personnel and potential contractors.  It also allows
you to obtain past performance reviews of potential contractors.  SIN 520-16

SCHEDULE 520
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Logistic Solutions and Travel and Transportation Solutions

The events of September 11th underscore the importance of providing support for disaster
prevention, response planning, and transportation security.  GSA can provide a range 
of support products and services that will enable agencies to successfully accomplish 
this mission.

MANAGEMENT SERVICES CENTER
POC:  Dennis Blood 

253-931-7514

To access our full MAS offering, visit us at fss.gsa.gov/elibrary.

TRANSPORTATION SECURITY

AIR, RAIL, HIGHWAY, BRIDGES

– Contingency Planning — Logworld SIN 874-503

– Studies and Analysis — Logworld SIN 874-503

TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT

– Cargo Security — Logworld SIN 874-503

– Real-Time Shipment Tracking — Logworld SIN 874-503

– Warehousing Critical Materials — Logworld SIN 874-501

SCHEDULE 874 V
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Use this Schedule for process improvements!  This is the best place to get the greatest minds
in the business, especially during critical times.  Providers stand ready to provide a wide range
of management consulting improvement services.  This Schedule also makes sure that your
agency complies with the latest government regulations.  Look to this Schedule for alternative
dispute resolution (ADR), consulting, facilitation, management surveys, project management
and implementation, related support products, training and more!

MANAGEMENT SERVICES CENTER
POC:  Dennis Blood
253-931-7514

Management Consulting Solutions
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SCHEDULE 874

Develop Command Center Ergonomics SIN 874-I

Develop, Review and Update Security Policies, Criteria, SIN 874-I
Procedures and Training

Develop Operational and Technical Requirements SIN 874-I

Emergency Management Preparedness and Assessments SIN 874-I

Information Security Consulting SIN 874-I

Management of Military Wargame Simulation SIN 874-I

National Security Strategy and Policy Development SIN 874-I

Risk Management Assessments SIN 874-I

Scenario Development SIN 874-I

Security Risk Management Assessment Surveys SIN 874-3

Survey Training and Client Team Augmentation SIN 874-3

Threat Assessment SIN 874-I

Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) Planning SIN 874-I

Engineering Solutions

This Schedule provides first responders access to a wide array of professional engineering 

services.  The most relevant are listed below.

Acquisition and Life Cycle Management — Services available under this SIN involve all of the planning,
budgetary, contract and systems/program management functions required to procure and/or produce, render
operational and provide life cycle support (maintenance, repair, supplies, engineering specific logistics) to
technology-based systems, activities, subsystems, projects, etc.  Typical associated tasks include, but are not
limited to, operation and maintenance, program/project management, technology transfer/insertion, training,
privatization and outsourcing.  SIN 871-6

Concept Development and Requirements Analysis — Services available under this SIN involve abstract
or concept studies and analysis, requirements definition, preliminary planning, the evaluation of alternative
technical approaches and associated costs for the development or enhancement of high level general
performance specifications of a system, project, mission or activity.  Typical associated tasks include, but are
not limited to, requirements analysis, cost/cost-performance trade-off analysis, feasibility analysis, regulatory
compliance support, technology conceptual designs, training, privatization and outsourcing.  SIN 871-2

Integrated Logistics Support — Services available under this SIN involves the analysis, planning and
detailed design of all engineering specific logistics support including material goods, personnel, and
operational maintenance and repair of systems throughout their life cycles.  Typical associated tasks include,
but are not limited to, ergonomic/human performance analysis, feasibility analysis, logistics planning,
requirements determination, policy standards/procedures development, long-term reliability and
maintainability, training, privatization and outsourcing.  SIN 871-5

Strategic Planning for Technology Programs/Activities — Services available under this SIN involve the
definition and interpretation of high-level organizational engineering performance requirements such as
projects, systems, missions, etc., and the objectives and approaches to their achievement.  Typical associated
tasks include, but are not limited to, an analysis of mission, program goals and objectives, requirements
analysis, organizational performance assessment, special studies and analysis, training, privatization and
outsourcing.  SIN 871-1

SCHEDULE 871

SERVICE ACQUISITION CENTER
POC:  Jeff Manthos 

703-305-6085

Visit us at www.gsaAdvantage.gov 
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To access our full MAS offering, visit us at fss.gsa.gov/elibrary.

System Design, Engineering and Integration — Services available under this SIN involve the translation
of a system (or subsystem, program, project, activity) concept into a preliminary and detailed design
(engineering plans and specifications), performing risk identification/analysis/mitigation, traceability, and
then integrating the various components to produce a working prototype or model of the system.  Typical
associated tasks include, but are not limited to, computer-aided design, design studies and analysis, high level
detailed specification preparation, configuration management and document control, fabrication, assembly
and simulation, modeling, training, privatization and outsourcing.  SIN 871-3

Test and Evaluation — Services available under this SIN involves the application of various techniques
demonstrating that a prototype system (subsystem, program, project or activity) performs in accordance
with the objectives outlined in the original design.  Typical associated tasks include, but are not limited to,
testing of a prototype and first article(s) testing, environmental testing, independent verification and
validation, reverse engineering, simulation and modeling (to test the feasibility of a concept), system safety,
quality assurance, physical testing of the product or system, training, privatization and outsourcing.  
SIN 871-4

The following are only a small example of what can be performed under all SINs of the Professional
Engineering Schedule SIN(s) 871-1 through 871-6:

• Construction Management (if determined to be a commercial item) 
• Electrical Engineering Support

• Mechanical Engineering Support

• Multi-Discipline Engineering Consulting Services

• Satellite Reconnaissance Engineering Support

Note:  Architect-Engineering (A/E) services as that term is defined in FAR 36.601-3 are excluded from this
Schedule.  If the agency’s statement of work, substantially or to a dominant extent, specifies performance or
approval by a registered or licensed architect or engineer for services related to real property, the Brooks Act
applies and such services must be procured in accordance with FAR Part 36.  Use of this Schedule for Brooks Act
architectural or engineering services is not authorized.

SCHEDULE 871 (Cont.)

Engineering Solutions Scientific, Environmental, and Medical Solutions

OFFICE AND SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT CENTER
POC:  Donald Beaver

703-305-7408

Use these products and services to mobilize and focus the resources of the Federal government
to enhance our nation’s security.

Bioanaytical Spectrometers SIN 632-2

Biohazard Cabinets SIN 581-1

DNA Synthesizers/Analyzers SIN 615-1

Gas Chromatographs/Mass Spectrometers Source Inc. SIN 615-4

Infrared Spectrometers SIN(s) 632-5, 66-122

Mass Spectrometers SIN 632-12

Microplate Readers SIN 66-118

SCHEDULE 66 IIN

SERVICES ACQUISITION CENTER
POC:  Jeff Manthos 
703-305-6085
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Preparedness and Supporting First Responders Preparedness and Supporting First Responders

Let GSA help you to meet the needs of police, firefighters, emergency medical professionals,
and other first responders.

MANAGEMENT SERVICES CENTER
POC:  Dennis Blood 
253-931-7514

Scientific, Environmental, and Medical Solutions Communication Solutions

MANAGEMENT SERVICES CENTER
POC:  Dennis Blood 

253-931-7514

Vulnerability Assessments — Energy Services SIN 871-201

SCHEDULE 871 II

SCHEDULE 874 V

SCHEDULE 899

Deployment Support for First Responders — Logworld SIN 874-504

Biological/Chemical Detection and Cleanup — Environmental Services SIN 899-8

Employee Response Training and Drills — Environmental Services SIN 899-3

Environmental Services SIN 899-1

Firefighting Training — Environmental Services SIN 899-3

Hazardous Material Transportation/Disposal — Environmental Services SIN 899-8

Hazmat Hotline, Spill Response — Environmental Services SIN 899-6

GSA has taken the lead in locating language service providers with a technological edge in the
language service industry.

Language Instruction/Training — Language Services SIN 382-3

Language Translation/Interpretation — Language Services SIN 382-1

SCHEDULE 738 II
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Preparedness and Supporting First Responders

SERVICES ACQUISITION CENTER
POC:  Shanna Smith 
703-305-3093

A crucial element for the preparedness of first responders is communication.  You can use this

Schedule to help communicate with the general public, as well as create collateral materials to train

those parties that may be involved in a homeland security incident.  Below are just a few examples

of how this Schedule can help you communicate with and train during every step of the way:

Aerial Photography Services SIN(s) 738-10, 738-8

Graphic Design services for the creation of professional looking brochures and flyers.  
SIN(s) 738-11, 738-8

Meeting Planning Services for securing meeting spaces SIN(s) 738-3, 738-8

Press and Public Relations services to respond to critical situations and for answers to questions from 
aggressive reporters.  SIN(s) 738-4, 738-8

Radio and Televisions Public Service Announcements to communicate to the masses.
SIN(s) 738-6, 738-8

Videotape and Film Production Services for the creation of personalized training videos. 
SIN(s) 738-12, 738-8

SCHEDULE 738 I

Communication Solutions

Defending Against Bio-terrorism

GSA ROLE
To combat bio-terrorism there is a necessity to focus on medical research and development.  A large
portion of support for these operations revolves around the proper outfitting of facilities and personnel.
Help lead the government’s efforts in defending the homeland against terrorist threats involving weapons
of mass destruction, including agro terrorism.  GSA can provide agencies a range of support products and
services to accomplish these critical missions.  

OVERVIEW
Bio-terrorism is the use or threatened use of biologic agents to cause fear and/or
coerce or intimidate individuals, society, or governments to comply with certain
ideological, political, or financial demands.  This includes bio-terrorism, chemical,
biological, radiological, and nuclear threats.
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MANAGEMENT SERVICES CENTER
POC:  Dennis Blood 
253-931-7514

Scientific, Environmental, and Medical Solutions
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Defending Against Bio-terrorism Defending Against Bio-terrorism

Scientific, Environmental, and Medical Solutions

Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) Planning Assessment SIN 874-I

SCHEDULE 874

SCHEDULE 899

SCHEDULE 871 II

CHEMICAL FACILITIES
Bio/Chemical Testing/Surveys — Environmental Services SIN 899-8
Unexploded Ordinance Detection/Removal — Environmental Services   SIN 899-8

POWER PLANTS [NUCLEAR/HYDRO.]
Vulnerability Assessments — Energy Services SIN 871-201

OFFICE AND SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT CENTER
POC:  Donald Beaver

703-305-7408

Laboratory Testing and Analysis Services – This SIN includes forensic DNA identity services (a
biochemical test).  Law enforcement agencies can use these services by shipping DNA extracts
and/or blood samples or stains of offenders to the MAS contractors who will conduct testing and
analysis in accordance with an agreed upon testing standard or method between parties concerned.
Analysis documentation and results, both in electronic format and hard copies, will be returned to
client agencies.  Unused stains can be returned, destroyed, or disposed of by other arrangements.
Additionally, this SIN includes authorized Schedule contractors who provide expert advice in the
analysis of chemical and physical properties of chemical warfare/chemical and biological defense
materials, chemical identification, counter proliferation, counter terrorism, decontamination,
environmental fate and effects, nuclear, biological and chemical survivability, toxic industrial
chemicals/toxic industrial materials, toxicology, treaty verification and compliance, and warning and
identification.  SIN 873-2

SCHEDULE 873

Contractors are available with equipment/and or services to detect and/or analyze
chemical and biological warfare agents.

Mail Screening and Inspection Services (Limited to Mail Handling Equipment Only) – These
services involve on- and off-site examination of all incoming mail to detect any form of contamination
including hazardous chemicals, or explosives.  It requires key, supervisory, specialized and equipment
personnel to properly screen and inspect incoming mail.  SIN 733-6

SCHEDULE 36
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OFFICE AND SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT CENTER
POC:  Donald Beaver
703-305-7408
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Defending Against Bio-terrorism Defending Against Bio-terrorism

Bioanaytical Spectrometers SIN 632-2

Biohazard Cabinets SIN 581-1

DNA Synthesizers/Analyzers SIN 615-1

Gas Chromatographs/Mass Spectrometers Source Inc. SIN 615-4

Infrared Spectrometers SIN(s) 632-5, 66-122

Mass Spectrometers SIN 632-12

Microplate Readers SIN 66-118

SCHEDULE 66 IIN

Scientific, Environmental, and Medical Solutions

To access our full MAS offering, visit us at fss.gsa.gov/elibrary.

Bomb Disposable and Chemical Warfare Equipment   SIN 426-4E

Breathing Air Equipment and Inhalator Devices   SIN 465-22

Disaster Relief, Decontamination, Rapid Deployment Shelters   SIN 316-99A

Drug Detection Equipment   SIN 426-4M

Guard Services   SIN 246-54

Hazardous Material Detection and Alarm SIN 246-20
(Toxic Gases/Explosives/Etc.)   

In-Vehicle Barriers, Shields, Restraint Systems   SIN 426-3B

K-9 Explosive and Narcotics Detection   SIN 426-99

Night Vision Equipment   SIN 426-4C

Professional Security/Facility Management Services   SIN 246-42

Protective Work Suits - Chemical, Electrical, Waterproof   SIN(s) 633-4,6,15,18,19, 
21, 21A, 25, 99

Riot/Correction Suits   SIN 426-99

Sorbents, Non-Marine Usage, Type II Hazardous and SIN 375-352 
Toxic Organic Spills   

Surveillance Systems   SIN 426-4S

Water Purification/Sewer Treatment Equipment   SIN 641-1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9

SCHEDULE 84*

GENERAL PRODUCTS ACQUISITION CENTER
POC:  Harry Henson 

817-978-8684

Scientific, Environmental, and Medical Solutions

*Formerly Schedule 539
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SERVICES ACQUISITION CENTER
POC:  Jeff Manthos 
703-305-6085
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Defending Against Bio-terrorism Defending Against Bio-terrorism

Scientific, Environmental, and Medical Solutions

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING SERVICES

This Schedule provides those defending against bio-terrorism with a wide array of professional

engineering services.  The most relevant are listed below and can be performed under all SINs

(871-1 through 871-6).

• Biological Research and Support

• Chemical and Nuclear Engineering

• Multi-Disciplined Engineering Consulting Services 

• Nuclear Research and Support

• Satellite Reconnaissance Engineering Support

SCHEDULE 871

Defending against bio-terrorism requires a substantial amount of information gathering and

communication.  You can use this Schedule to help gather necessary information, as well as help

communicate with the general public.  

To help you gather information, use the following SINs:

Aerial Photography SIN(s) 738-4, 738-8

Market Research and Public Opinion to help you determine whether you are doing an effective job of
communicating potential biological threats to the public and how to improve your communication.  
SIN(s) 738-10, 738-8

Improve your communication with your own employees or the general public by utilizing the

following services under the Schedule:

Development of informational/educational (such as emergency evacuation plans) brochures or flyers utilizing
Graphic Design Services.  SIN(s) 738-11, 738-8

Press and Public Relations services to respond to critical situations or answer questions from aggressive
reporters.  SIN(s) 738-4, 738-8

Public Education and Outdoor Marketing services can be used to get your message across in large
public places.  Educate the public about keeping alert to “suspicious” behavior through billboard
advertisements in subway stations, airport terminals and on buses.  SIN(s) 738-5, 738-8

Radio and Television Public Service Announcements to update the general public about bio-terrorism
threats and precautions they should take in the future.  SIN(s) 738-6, 738-8

SCHEDULE 738 I

SERVICES ACQUISITION CENTER
POC:  Shanna Smith 

703-305-3093

Communication Solutions
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Defending Against Bio-terrorism

NATIONAL FURNITURE CENTER
POC:  Chris Bennethum
703-305-6943

Furniture and Furnishing Solutions

PACKAGED HEALTHCARE ROOM

Healthcare Exam Rooms — Designed to bring a warm and relaxed atmosphere to patients while meeting
the rigorous demands of today’s patient room.  SIN 71 100

Healthcare Offices — The healthcare office offers a functional workspace without loss of elegance.  
Each office is designed to meet original and specific office and healthcare requirements. SIN 71 103

Healthcare Waiting Rooms — Provides a relaxed waiting environment that will create a warm and 
inviting appearance.  SIN 71 101

Long-Term Care rooms — Provides a homelike atmosphere where patients feel secure and comfortable.
These rooms are designed to eliminate intimidating scenery and promote a faster, healthier recovery.  
SIN 71 102

SCHEDULE 71 IIH

Securing America’s Borders and Buildings

GSA ROLE
Securing borders and buildings is a complex task.  It requires building and facility management and
security systems to support surveillance functions and the manpower to run them.  GSA has the diverse
range of products and services necessary for agencies to accomplish these missions.  

OVERVIEW
Securing borders and buildings has two components.  There is a technological factor
and a human element.  It is important to have all necessary surveillance,
reconnaissance, and intelligence systems in place to allow the human component 
to perform their duties.  
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Securing America’s Borders and Buildings Securing America’s Borders and Buildings

GSA now offers guard services for those Federal agencies that do not have on-site security.  
Visit our website at fss.gsa.gov/lawforcesecurity for a variety of services to meet your needs.

GENERAL PRODUCTS ACQUISITION CENTER
POC:  Harry Henson 
817-978-8684

Law Enforcement and Security Solutions

Above Ground Storage Tanks     SIN 361-20 - 29

Access Control Systems     SIN 246-35

Aircraft Canopies and Hangers     SIN 361-99A

Armoring of Vehicles     SIN 426-99

ATVs     SIN 251-1,2

Backup Power Systems    SIN 412-14

Biometric Access Control SIN  246-35
(Fingerprint/Facial/Eye Identification for Entry Access)    

Boats, Powered   SIN 260-01

Border Stations     SIN 361-99A

Bullet Resistant Glass and Film     SIN 563-16

Bullet Resistant Panels     SIN 563-18A

Card Access Control Systems     SIN 246-35

Central Station Monitoring     SIN 246-50

Cleaning Equipment and Supplies     SIN Group 375**

Computerized Surveillance, Monitoring, Control, SIN 246-42 
Signaling and Reporting,     

Construction Materials     SIN(s) 563-1-4,6-8, 10,15-29

Emergency Door Access Control Systems     SIN 246-35

Energy Efficient Lighting     SIN(s) 206-4,5,8, 9-15

Energy Management Systems     SIN 246-42

Facility Consulting     SIN 246-52

Facility Management Systems     SIN 246-42

Firefighting and Rescue Equipment   SIN Group 465**

Food Service Equipment     SIN Group 302**

Fuel Cell Systems   SIN 412-99

Guard Services     SIN 246-54

Guard Shacks     SIN 361-99A

Hazardous Materials Storage     SIN 361-99A

Holding Cells     SIN 426-99A

SCHEDULE 84*
Intrusion Detection Equipment     SIN 246-25

K-9 Explosive and Narcotics Detection    SIN 426-99

Material Handling Equipment and Forklifts     SIN(s) 357-3,4, 5,8,9,11

Metal Detection Equipment     SIN 426-4K

Military Shelters     SIN 361-99

Military Vehicle Shelters     SIN 361-99A

Park and Recreational Equipment     SIN Group 192**

Parking Access Control Systems     SIN 246-35

Portable Buildings with Design and Installation     SIN(s) 361-10, 361-30, 361-32

Portable Generators   SIN 383-1

Portable Light Towers   SIN 412-99

Power Distribution Backup Systems     SIN 412-15

Power Distribution Systems     SIN 412-15

Prefabricated Structures     SIN(s) 361-10,11, 30,32,50

Recycling Containers and Specialty Waste Receptacles     SIN(s) 384-2,3, 4,5,6,8,9

Security Assessment     SIN 256-52

Security Barrier Systems     SIN 246-35

Security Consultation     SIN 246-52

Security Doors and Window Bars     SIN 563-17

Security System Design and Installation     SIN(s) 246-50/52

Signs and Display Systems     SIN Group 366**

Solar Energy Systems     SIN 206-3

Special Purpose Clothing   SIN Group 633**

Surveillance Systems     SIN 426-4S

Thermal Imager   SIN 567-99

Touch-Pad Access Control Systems     SIN 246-35

Vehicle Arrest Systems     SIN 246-35

Vehicle Disabling Equipment     SIN 426-1G

Vulnerability Surveys     SIN 246-52

Water Filtration   SIN 641-2

X-Ray Equipment for Luggage/Packages 
(All The Way Up To 18-Wheeler Trucks)     SIN 426-4K

SCHEDULE 84*

**Group designation of SINs - Refers to a large Group of SINs that offer this type of product/service which begins with this 3-digit prefix.

Law Enforcement and Security Solutions

*Formerly Schedule 539
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Securing America’s Borders and Buildings Securing America’s Borders and Buildings

Law Enforcement and Security Solutions Law Enforcement and Security Solutions

MANAGEMENT SERVICES CENTER
POC:  Dennis Blood 
253-931-7514

Avionics Test Equipment – This SIN includes flight data recorders (FDRs) and cockpit voice recorders 
(CVRs), also known as black boxes.  Following any airplane accident in the United States, safety investigators 
from the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) immediately begin searching for the aircraft's black 
boxes.  These recording devices reveal details of the events immediately preceding the accident and provide
resolutions to unanswered questions as to what brought the plane down.  SIN 602-40

Other Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) System Components – This SIN includes UAVs equipped
with payloads.  These airborne vehicles are controlled remotely and can be sent over enemy territory for
bomb-damage assessments and reconnaissance.  Other tasks that can be accomplished include
surveillance of homeland borders for terrorists and illegal aliens.  Some vehicles can be equipped with all-
weather radars and an electronic warfare sensor to detect, exploit, and prevent or reduce hostile use of the
electromagnetic spectrum.  Others can be equipped with chemical/biological sensors, which detect for the
presence of chemical and biological agents; and nuclear radiation sensors, which detect for radioactive
fallout and radiation signature of weapons in storage or of production facilities, for location of nuclear
delivery systems or monitoring of treaty compliance.  SIN 627-54

SCHEDULE 66 II-J

OFFICE AND SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT CENTER
POC:  Jacqueline Hackney 

703-305-6770

SCHEDULE 899

FOCUS ON INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT
Aerial Surveys — Environmental Services SIN 899-7

UXO Detection Dogs — Environmental Services SIN 899-8

SCHEDULE 871 II

Backup Power Systems — Energy Services SIN 871-204

SCHEDULE 738 II

PORTS/BORDERS – Language Services SIN 382-2

SCHEDULE 874

Construction Management Consulting — MOBIS SIN(s) 874-1, 874-7

Security Counseling — MOBIS SIN 874-1

Security System Design Consulting — MOBIS SIN 874-1

Vulnerability Assessments — MOBIS SIN 874-1
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Securing America’s Borders and Buildings Securing America’s Borders and Buildings

Law Enforcement and Security Solutions Law Enforcement and Security Solutions

This Schedule provides support to a facility’s security systems.

Ancillary Services — Allows suppliers to provide services associated with their products, such as
equipment, set-up, assembly, installation, integration & training, if required at the delivered location.
Providers comply with the Services Contract Act and other statutes or regulations.  SIN 58 7

Closed Circuit/Surveillance Equipment & Accessories.  Products under this SIN provide security
systems integration technology such as Cameras, Monitors, Recording Devices, Night Vision, and Infrared &
Digital Devices designed specifically for surveillance.  SIN 58 5

SCHEDULE 58 I

SCHEDULE 871 II

Construction Management Consulting — MOBIS SIN 874-7

Security Consulting — MOBIS SIN 874-1

Security System Design Consulting — MOBIS SIN 874-1

Vulnerability Assessments — MOBIS SIN 874-1

SCHEDULE 874 

MANAGEMENT SERVICES CENTER
POC:  Dennis Blood 

253-931-7514

Backup Power Systems — Energy Services SIN 871-204

NATIONAL FURNITURE CENTER
POC:  Chris Bennethum
703-305-6943

Use this section as a guide to support your security solutions programs.  Services and
products are available to assess the vulnerability of your facilities and equipment.
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Securing America’s Borders and Buildings Securing America’s Borders and Buildings

MANAGEMENT SERVICES CENTER
POC:  Dennis Blood 

253-931-7514

Furniture and Furnishing Solutions Building Operations and Facility Management Solutions

SCHEDULE 874

BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES
Construction Management Consulting — MOBIS SIN(s) 874-1, 874-7

Security Counseling — MOBIS SIN 874-1

Security System Design Consulting — MOBIS SIN 874-1

Vulnerability Assessments — MOBIS SIN 874-1

SCHEDULE 874 V

Temporary Space/Facilities    SIN 874-504

Turnkey Operations and Maintenance Support    SIN 874-507

Security Filing Cabinets, Safes, Vault Doors, Map And Plan Files and Accessories, Comsec

Containers and Special Access Control Containers

Steel Security Filing Cabinets — These Class 5 and 6 cabinets come in various sizes including two draw-
er.  They have resistance to both surreptitious and covert entry, as well as locks.  SIN (use NSN)

Comsec container with double door — Double-door security cabinet (front and back).  Group IR. Key-
change combination lock.  Allows closed-door operation, maintenance through rear door.  Adjustable of
conduit.  Air intake and outlet protected by baffle.  Conduit holes drilled to buyer’s special requirements.  
SIN 489 165

Doors, Vault, Security — In accordance with the latest revision of Federal Specification AA-D-00600.
Refer to the “”Ordering Checklist” ”for Important ordering information.  Other security container products
also Available under this schedule.  SIN (use NSN)

Interior Components — For use in AA-F-363, Classes 5 and 6 cabinets.  Examples of acceptable items
include Plan hold rack & assembly; Vertical posts (Set of 4); Shelf; Security locker, Shallow drawer; Regular
drawer; Cross tray insert; double row drawer insert; triple row drawer insert; microfilm drawer insert; tape
canister drawer insert; tape seal drawer insert; pistol rack insert; center drawer insert, quarter drawer insert,
drawer liner; pull-out weapons cart w/storage drawers; caster base.  SIN 489 103

SAFE, Burglary Resistant — Complies with Underwriters Laboratories Standard UL 687.  Safes shall be
listed by UL and bear the UL-approved label or Shall be listed by other nationally recognized testing
laboratory with a label and monitoring program.  SIN 489 166

Special Access Control Container — Size I or Size II; gray; Group 1R combination lock; Minimum 0.125”
steel; Shielded Slot with saw tooth baffle; Padlock eyes for mounting; Recessed door; Continuous hinge with
Nonremovable pin.  SIN 489 161

Vault Door Accessories — For use with AA-D-600 vault doors.  Examples of acceptable items include day
gate, base plate, and key locker.  SIN 489 154

SCHEDULE 71 IIIE

NATIONAL FURNITURE CENTER
POC:  Chris Bennethum
703-305-6943

To access our full MAS offering, visit us at fss.gsa.gov/elibrary.

SCHEDULE 871 II

Backup Power Systems — Energy Services SIN 871-204
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HARDWARE SUPERSTORE
POC:  Ellen Upchurch
816-926-7808

To access our full MAS offering, visit us at fss.gsa.gov/elibrary.

Cleaning Supplies, Pumps and Plumbing, Safety and Security, Tools, 
Lighting, Electrical SIN(s) 105-001, 105-002

SCHEDULE 51 V

Building Operations and Facility Management Solutions

Elevator Inspection SIN 541-001

Elevator Maintenance and Repair SIN 811-001

SCHEDULE 03 FAC

Building Operations and Facility Management Solutions

Securing our borders and buildings can become an overwhelming task.  How many structures
are there? How can our limited human resources monitor the vast amount of miles that make
up this country’s borders?  To help you answer these questions, GSA recommends using the
two following Schedules that can assist you with your reconnaissance.

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING SERVICES

Sometimes it is the non-human touch that provides us with the most valuable reconnaissance

information.  Use this multi-disciplined professional engineering services Schedule to assist you

with securing our nation’s borders.  The following services offered via SIN(s) 871-1 through 871-6

can provide you with:

• Satellite Reconnaissance Engineering Support

• Prototype Development of an Unmanned Security Vehicle

SCHEDULE 871

MARKETING, MEDIA AND PUBLIC INFORMATION SERVICES

Use this Schedule to procure commercial photography services — SIN(s) 738-10, 738-8 

This service can provide you with aerial photography and create a pictorial catalogue of “at risk”

buildings.

SCHEDULE 738 I

SERVICES ACQUISITION CENTER
POC:  Jeff Manthos

703-305-6085

GSA provides facilities maintenance and repair
services that are the best solutions to maintain
and provide reliable systems, facilities and
infrastructures.  These offerings include products
and services such as:

• Cleaning, repair and maintenance equipment   

• Elevator inspection and repair  

• Fire alarm and fire suppression inspection 
and repair

• Tools, shovels, picks, hardware
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Office Solutions

This Schedule features office equipment that will ensure your security needs are met during
daily operations. 

OFFICE AND SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT CENTER
POC:  Jacqueline Hackney

703-305-6770

Destruction Services (DS) — These services, which support FOD approved requirements, include shredding
of classified and unclassified materials, incineration of paper documents such as maps, blueprints, and
catalogs, and elimination of microfilm, microfiche, ID cards, and VHS tapes.  SIN 51-507

Security (Application) for Business Machines — This SIN includes security devices that deter
unauthorized removal of office equipment such as computers/monitors, keyboards, printers, fax machines, TVs,
VCRs, calculators, copiers, medical equipment, cash registers, laboratory systems, audio/visual equipment, and
accessories (keyboard skins, mouse pads, wrist rests, etc.).  Many security solutions are available, including an
anti-theft software tracking system, the option to manage OC from a network location, secured switches for
computer cases, monitor sensors, and security hardware options.  SIN 47-147

Shredding Disintegrator and Industrial Machines — These machines include, but are not limited to, the
following SIN 51-224:
• Disintegrators and Media Destroyers — light-, medium- and high-volume machines used to destroy all

types of materials and media into confetti-sized pieces.  Materials and media destroyed by these machines
include crumpled paper, plastic binders, card stock manuals, computer printouts, ribbon cassettes, mylar
tape, floppy disks, microfiche/ microfilm, computer hardware, rolled blueprints, film and viewgraphs, and
micro-graphics on reels or cartridges.  

• Industrial (DOD requirements) — machines used at offices, record centers, data processing
centers, military installations, the Department of Defense contractor’s facilities, and waste
destruction facilities.  They are capable of processing more than 5,000+ pounds per hour and are
available and approved for all levels of high security and classified document disposal.  Also included
are other Security and Top Security shredders approved for Department of Defense (DOD)
applications, along with attachments and accessories such as balers for compact automatic bailing
of volume paper waste, shredder bags, drums and stands, sound enclosures, booster fans, vibration
kits, paper trays, automatic oilers, lubricating oils, and supplies.  Destruction services (previously
titled shredding services) are available under SIN 51-507

• Paper – automatic desk/floor models such as strip-cut, security cross-cut and particle-cut.  

SCHEDULE 36

Communications Solutions

Language Instruction/Training — Language Services SIN(s) 738 II, 382-3

Language Translation/Interpretation — Language Services SIN(s) 738 II, 382-1 

The Language Services Schedule 738 II is your global solution to bridge the communications
gap. The use of this schedule can be a valuable tool in meeting an agency’s need to implement
consistent standards of language assistance.

MANAGEMENT SERVICES CENTER
POC:  Dennis Blood 
253-931-7514

SCHEDULE 738 II
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Office Solutions

Personal and Document Identification Systems – This SIN includes Personal and Document
Identification Systems such as Photo Identification Cameras and Systems and Embossing Systems.  It also
includes a broad range of technology systems that enable individual identification with the following 
SIN 51-156:

• ID Badges such as Military Medical ID, Dog Tag, Social Security Card, Drivers

License, Work ID, Metal Plates, and Bank, Library, and Meal Cards.

• Biological and physical characteristics including eye, face, voice, finger/hand print,

digital signatures and body odor.

Public (private) Key Infrastructure (PKI) is excluded from this SIN.  Systems may be PC accessible and may
feature Smart Card Technology, such as encoded magnetic strips, bar codes, signatures, etc.  All directly
related software, attachments, accessories and supplies are offered.

SCHEDULE 36 (Cont.)

OFFICE AND SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT CENTER
POC:  Jacqueline Hackney
703-305-6770

Information Technology to Secure the Homeland

GSA ROLE
The IT Schedule 70 is the most comprehensive, convenient telecommunications and IT source for your
procurement needs.  You will find that you can search by product or service category, by contract number,
contractor name, contractor business size, or even specific equipment/service code.  You can also link
directly to a contractor’s best price list.

OVERVIEW
In today’s rapidly changing IT and telecommunications environment, staying on top of
the latest Homeland Security developments, evaluating the best products, and getting
the most value for your money is a full-time job.  GSA stays on top of all of the newest
technologies, most reliable contractors, and best prices, so you don’t have to.  
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ACQUISITION CENTER
POC:  David Orcutt 
703-305-7898

Information Technology Solutions

Automated News, Data and Information Services SIN 132-51

CAD/CAM Services SIN 132-51

Computer Security Software SIN 132-33

Computer Software Maintenance SIN 132-34

E-Connected Intelligent Remote Operations (EIRO) SIN 132-51

Information Assurance SIN 132-51

IT Backup and Security Services SIN 132-51

IT Facility Operation and Maintenance SIN 132-51

IT Network Management Services SIN 132-51

IT Systems Analysis Services SIN 132-51

IT Systems Development Services SIN 132-51

Programming Services SIN 132-51

Secured Electronic Commerce Services SIN 132-52

System Design and Integration SIN 132-51

Telecommunications Transmission Services SIN 132-53

Training SIN 132-50

SCHEDULE 70

42

Information Technology to Secure the Homeland Information Technology to Secure the Homeland

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ACQUISITION CENTER
POC:  David Orcutt

703-305-7898  

132-51 - E-Connected Intelligent Remote Operations (Eiro!) 
Eiro! is a total solutions resource that enables you to bring the latest in wireless remote mobile
communications and computing to your program or office.  Employees may need to work in
distant locations and quickly establish remote worksites – and still stay linked to home office
operations.  An Eiro! solution to one customer may mean a laptop with wireless remote access, 
or to another it may mean a total-solution package to support a disaster relief effort either
domestically or overseas.  Customers can “pick and choose” OR have it all.  A small sampling 
of some of the products and services include:

Business Operations Analysis — Needs analysis, modeling and simulation, implementation services,
education and training

Coordination Software — Operation systems, messaging, databases, productivity applications

Hardware — Laptops, handhelds, multimedia, peripherals

Network Access — Wireless, VPNs, T1/T3, XDSL

Security — Firewalls, encryption, authentication, smart card, PRI/Digital Certs

Continuing Support — Set-up, training, tech support, asset management

132-8 Computer Equipment — Desktop computers, professional workstations, servers, laptop, portable
notebook computers, printers, network equipment, storage devices, ADP boards

132-52 Electronic Commerce Services — Value-added network services, e-mail services, internet access
services, navigation services 

132-51 Professional Services — Facility operation and maintenance, system development services,
systems analysis services, programming services, IT backup and security services, data conversation
services, CAD/CAM services, IT network management services

132-53 Telecommunication Transmission Services — Telephone equipment, audio and video
teleconferencing equipment, communications equipment facsimile equipment, telephone answering and
voice messaging equipment, pages and public address systems

132-32 and 132-33 Term and Perpetual Software Licenses — Application software, EC software, utility
software, communication software, core financial management software, ancillary financial management
software for both large scale and micro (PC) operation systems

SCHEDULE 70

To access our full MAS offering, visit us at fss.gsa.gov/elibrary.

Information Technology Solutions
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Information Technology to Secure the Homeland Information Technology to Secure the Homeland

Network Connectivity Support Services (NCSS) — Network Connectivity Support Services manages
and supports customer software applications and network operating systems linked to customer digital
equipment.  This solution allows customers to communicate right from their desktops, where they can
search, view, access and print documents.  SIN 51-509

SCHEDULE 36

OFFICE AND SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT CENTER
POC:  Jacqueline Hackney
703-305-6770

Information Technology Solutions Information Technology Solutions

Access Control Systems     SIN 246-35

Biometric Access Control SIN 246-35
(Fingerprint/Facial/Eye Identification for Entry Access)

Card Access Control Systems     SIN 246-35

Direct Link Crisis Communications Systems   SIN 426-99

Emergency Door Access Control Systems     SIN 246-35

Energy Management Systems     SIN 246-42

Facility Management Systems     SIN 246-42

Fuel Cell Systems   SIN 412-99

Guard Services     SIN 246-54

Parking Access Control Systems     SIN 246-35

Portable Generators   SIN 383-1

Safe Port   SIN 260-99

Security Consultation     SIN 246-52

Security Database   SIN 246-99

Security Doors and Window Bars     SIN 563-17

Security System Design and Installation     SIN(s) 246-50/52

Sprinkler Systems   SIN 246-99

Touch-Pad Access Control Systems     SIN 246-35

Vehicle Monitor (Tracking) Systems   SIN 426-4Q

Voice Stress Analyzers   SIN 426-99

Vulnerability Surveys     SIN 246-52

SCHEDULE 84*

GENERAL PRODUCTS ACQUISITION CENTER
POC:  Harry Henson 

817-978-8684

Visit us at www.gsaAdvantage.gov 

*Formerly Schedule 539



CYBER-SECURITY
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Information Security Consulting SIN 874-1

Management of Military Wargames Simulation SIN(s) 874-1, 874-7

SCHEDULE 874

CYBER-SECURITY
ELECTRICAL POWER

Remote Metering, Monitoring of Power Systems — Energy Services SIN 871-200

SCHEDULE 871 II
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To access our full MAS offering, visit us at fss.gsa.gov/elibrary.

Develop Specialized Computer Tools to Facilitate Security Assessment and Analysis.

www.gsa.gov
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Financial and Business Solutions

SERVICES ACQUISITION CENTER
POC:  Shanna Smith 

703-305-3093

SCHEDULE 520

MANAGEMENT SERVICES CENTER
POC:  Dennis Blood 
253-931-7514

With the push to secure our nation’s IT infrastructure, the financial aspect of IT security is often

overlooked.  The Financial and Business Solutions Schedule provides you with direct and easy

access to a wide array of financial services to secure the IT homeland.  The most crucial of which

fall into the following categories:

Financial and Performance Audits — Includes key audits such as:  forensic audits; internal control audits;
program vulnerability audits and financial audit checks.  SIN(s) 520-7, 520-8

Financial Background Checks — Includes the performance of various credit reports.  These reports allow
you to determine the financial stability of both potential personnel and potential contractors.  It also allows
you to obtain past performance reviews of potential contractors in order to assure you have the best assets
working on your IT jobs.  SIN 520-16

Financial Systems Analysis — Includes the performance of A-127 system compliance reviews; assist
management with implementing corrective actions; document financial systems; identify financial systems
requirements; plan and develop financial systems; assess the integrity of financial systems and related data;
and provide technical assistance in meeting agency financial management system requirements.  SIN 520-13

Management Consulting Solutions
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Schedule Ordering Information GSA Training Seminars

New England:  Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island and Vermont

For seminar details and on-line registration, go to:  fss.gsa.gov/News Events.  If you would like to schedule a 
seminar for a group of 20 or more at your location, please call 617-565-5360.

Northeast and Caribbean:  New Jersey, New York, Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands
New York, NY April 2003 Debbie Paralemos 212-264-3592 debbie.paralemos@gsa.gov

For seminar details and on-line registration, go to:  fss.gsa.gov/News Events.  If you would like to schedule a 
seminar for a group of 20 or more at your location, please call 212-264-0305.

Mid-Atlantic:  Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Washington, DC and West Virginia
Fort Lee, VA April 2003 John Engle 757-441-3115 john.engle@gsa.gov
Charleston, WVA April 2003 Gloria Sarno 215-656-3873 gloria.sarno@gsa.gov
Martinsburg, WVA April 2003 Gloria Sarno 215-656-3873 gloria.sarno@gsa.gov
Huntington, WVA April 2003 Gloria Sarno 215-656-3873 gloria.sarno@gsa.gov
Washington, DC April 23, 2003 Willie Mills 703-305-6379 willie.mills@gsa.gov
Frederick, MD April 17, 2003 Tonya Butler 301-713-9285 tonya.butler@gsa.gov
Norfolk, VA May 2003 John Engle 757-441-3115 john.engle@gsa.gov
Eastern, DE May 2003 Tonya Butler 301-713-9285 tonya.butler@gsa.gov
Altoona, PA May 2003 Gloria Sarno 215-656-3873 gloria.sarno@gsa.gov
Gettysburg, PA May 2003 Gloria Sarno 215-656-3873 gloria.sarno@gsa.gov
Beckly, WVA May 2003 Gloria Sarno 215-656-3873 gloria.sarno@gsa.gov
Parkersburg, WVA May 2003 Gloria Sarno 215-656-3873 gloria.sarno@gsa.gov
Washington, DC May 2003 Janeice McNeill 703-308-8311 janeice.mcneill@gsa.gov
Washington, DC May 22, 2003 Johnetta Edwards-Ford 301-713-6000 johnetta.edwards@gsa.gov
Clarksburg, WVA June 2003 Gloria Sarno 215-656-3873 gloria.sarno@gsa.gov
Pittsburgh, PA June 2003 Gloria Sarno 215-656-3873 gloria.sarno@gsa.gov
Erie, PA June 2003 Gloria Sarno 215-656-3873 gloria.sarno@gsa.gov
Fredericksburg, VA June 2003 John Engle 757-441-3115 john.engle@gsa.gov
Washington, DC June 2003 Willie Mills 703-305-6379 willie.mills@gsa.gov

Location Date Contact Phone E-mail

Customer Service Directors in the following regions will conduct FSS Information Seminars for local customers.
These seminars are offered to Federal government employees and military personnel who are interested in

learning about GSA’s ordering mechanisms: GSA Advantage! ®, Federal Supply Schedules and our Customer Supply
Centers.  Additional topics covered could include Personal Property, Fleet Management, Travel and Transportation,
Environmental Solutions, NIB/NISH/JWOD, and more!  The following are tentative dates and locations.  Exact dates
and locations will be announced in regional mailings.  Seminars are free, however, lodging and transportation, if
required, are the responsibility of the attending agency.

(Chart continued on next page)

SIMPLIFIED ORDERING PROCEDURES
Purchasing via the Schedules Program varies by the dollar
amount of the procurement.  Below are general guidelines.
For more information visit http://apps.fss.gsa.gov/umas/
and click on Building 2 or 2A.  

Ordering Procedures 
for Services and Products 
(No Statement of Work Required)
Orders up to the micro-purchase threshold:
• Place order directly with contractor for the item 

that best meets your needs.

Orders over the micro-purchase threshold:
• Review the GSA Advantage!® online electronic 

ordering system
- or -
• Review at least 3 Schedule pricelists
• Select the Best Value (consider price, 

administrative costs, etc.)
• Place order directly with contractor

Orders over the maximum threshold:
• Review GSA Advantage!® and pricelists
• Seek price reductions

Ordering Procedures for Services 
(Requiring a Statement of Work) 
Orders up to the micro-purchase threshold:
• Place your order with the Schedule contractor 

offering the Best Value

Orders over the micro-purchase threshold:
• *Prepare a Statement of Work (SOW)
• Send your Request for Quote (RFQ) and SOW 

to 3 Schedule contractors
• Evaluate and make a Best Value selection

Orders over the maximum threshold:
• Prepare an SOW
• Send your Request for Quote (RFQ) and SOW to 

more than 3 Schedule contractors AND seek 
price reductions

• Evaluate and make a Best Value selection

* When ordering services over $100,000,
Department of Defense (DoD) ordering offices
and non-DoD agencies placing orders on behalf 
of DoD must follow the policies and procedures in
the Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation 
Supplement (DFARS) 208.404-70, Additional
ordering procedures for services. 

BPAs:
Remember, Blanket Purchase Agreements (BPAs) offer an
easy-to-use, flexible purchasing option. Setting up a BPA
with a Federal Supply Schedule contractor is a way to fill
recurring needs while taking advantage of quantity
discounts, saving administrative time and reducing
paperwork.  For more information visit
http://apps.fss.gsa.gov/umas/ and click on Building 3.  

GSA e-Buy – an Electronic Way 
to Order Services
E-Buy, a component of GSA Advantage!®, is an online
Request for Quote (RFQ) tool designed to facilitate the
request for submission of quotes for a wide range of
commercial services and products that are offered by 
GSA Federal Supply Schedule contractors who are on 
GSA Advantage!®. 

Using the e-Buy system, buyers may prepare and post an
RFQ for specific services and products for a designated
period of time. Each RFQ is assigned to a Federal Supply
Schedule, Special Item Number (SIN) category by the buyer.
The category assignment determines which sellers may
receive the e-mail notice to quote. Sellers are automatically
listed under their awarded SIN categories. Buyers may
notify all sellers listed under a particular SIN category or
may choose to notify a lesser number of sellers. Sellers not
notified may still submit a quote for an RFQ placed under
their awarded SIN. 

Contractors who wish to quote must do so at the e-Buy 
web site. Only those contractors who have submitted their
catalogs for inclusion in GSA Advantage!® will have an
opportunity to participate in e-Buy and receive requests 
for quotes. 

Once an RFQ has closed, buyers may then evaluate and
accept the quote that represents the best value. Buyers 
may then issue an order to any contractor whose quote 
was accepted.
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Location Date Contact Phone E-mail

Mid-Atlantic (cont’d)
Washington, DC June 25, 2003 Janeice McNeill 703-308-8311 janeice.mcneill@gsa.gov
Patuxent River, MD July 2003 Tonya Butler 301-713-9285 tonya.butler@gsa.gov
Washington, DC July 2003 Johnetta Edwards-Ford 301-713-6000 johnetta.edwards@gsa.gov
Northern, VA July 2003 Willie Mills 703-305-6379 willie.mills@gsa.gov
Baltimore, MD August 2003 Tonya Butler 301-713-9285 tonya.butler@gsa.gov
Washington, DC August 21, 2003 Janeice McNeill 703-308-8311 janeice.mcneill@gsa.gov
Chesapeake, VA September 2003 John Engle 757-441-3115 john.engle@gsa.gov
Roanoke, VA September 2003 John Engle 757-441-3115 john.engle@gsa.gov
Washington, DC September 2003 Johnetta Edwards-Ford 301-713-6000 johnetta.edwards@gsa.gov

For seminar details and on-line registration, go to:  fss.gsa.gov/News Events.  If you would like to schedule a 
seminar for a group of 20 or more at your location, please call 215-656-3872.

Southeast Sunbelt:  Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina 
and Tennessee
Pensacola, FL April 10, 2003 Adrian Wiley 404-331-3026 adrian.wiley@gsa.gov
Birmingham, AL April 24, 2003 Adrian Wiley 404-331-3026 adrian.wiley@gsa.gov

Great Lakes: Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio and Wisconsin
For seminar details and on-line registration, go to:  fss.gsa.gov/News Events.  

Heartland:  Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas and Missouri
For seminar details and on-line registration, go to:  fss.gsa.gov/News Events.  

Greater Southwest:  Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma and Texas
For seminar details and on-line registration, go to:  fss.gsa.gov/News Events.  

Pacific Rim:  California, Arizona, Nevada, Hawaii, and the Far East
For a free customized on-site seminar at your location, call (877) 836-4859 in Arizona, California and Nevada; 
(808) 541-1776 in Hawaii; DSN 225-9252 on Mainland Japan; DSN 634-3641 in Okinawa; DSN 784-6515 in Korea.

Rocky Mountain:  Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah and Wyoming
For seminar details and on-line registration, go to:  fss.gsa.gov/News Events.  

Location Date Contact Phone E-mail

Northwest Arctic:  Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Alaska
Olympia, WA March 5, 2003 Daryl Jocoy 253-931-7601 daryl.jocoy@gsa.gov
Medford, OR March 18, 2003 Betty Mills 253-931-7917 betty.mills@gsa.gov
Astoria, OR March 27, 2003 Betty Mills 253-931-7917 betty.mills@gsa.gov
Coeur d’Alene, ID April 9, 2003 Janet Hayden 253-931-7061 janet.hayden@gsa.gov
Coos Bay, OR April 9, 2003 Betty Mills 253-931-7917 betty.mills@gsa.gov
Fairbanks, AK April 15, 2003 Lorraine Morrow 253-931-7101 lorraine.morrow@gsa.gov
Eielson AFB, AK April 16, 2003 Lorraine Morrow 253-931-7101 lorraine.morrow@gsa.gov
Klamath Falls, OR April 23, 2003 Betty Mills 253-931-7917 betty.mills@gsa.gov

For seminar details and on-line registration, go to:  fss.gsa.gov/News Events.  If you would like to schedule a 
seminar for a group of 20 or more at your location, please call 253-931-7119.
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Alkaline Battery
Use this alkaline, manganese dioxide battery
with tape recorders, pocket calculators,
smoke detectors, transistor radios and other
electronic equipment.  Frequently lasts more
than twice as long as the same size carbon-
zinc battery, depending on type of use.  Not
rechargeable.  ANSI C 18.1. 36-month maximum shelf life 
(not extendable).  Cylindrical battery possesses flat terminals.
Nominal voltage:  1.5V.

Size:  AA

6135-00-985-7845 PG.  . .$7.31 (contains 24 EA)

Size:  C

6135-00-985-7846 PG.  . .$7.87 (contains 12 EA)

Size:  D

6135-00-835-7210 PG.  . .$11.05 (contains 24 EA)

Flashlights
Explosion-proof and heat-resistant flashlight
is expressly designed to resist dust, water
and fumes.  It is specially suited for use in
areas where danger is present from
possible explosion of combustible gases,
dusts or explosives.  Also suitable for
shipboard use.  Features a three-way switch for on, off and
flasher functions.  Includes one PR-6 bulb installed plus one
spare bulb.  Requires two D cell batteries (not included).
Meets MSHA for safe use in methane-air mixture in
accordance with UL 783 Class I Division I, Groups C and D.
This item is included in the Navy’s PRIME (Plastics Removal In
Marine Environment) Program.

Black and Yellow. Length:  8-1/4"; Diameter:  3" (at lens cap).

6230-00-299-3035 EA. . . . . $9.47

Specially designed for
directing vehicular
traffic and for other
signaling purposes.
Straight plastic body
with cone-shaped traffic baton is watertight and includes a 30-
1/2" nylon cord affixed to a mounting ring.  Features a three-
way switch for on, off and flasher functions.  Multi-colored
(red, amber, green, blue, blackout and infrared) removable
filters are provided.  A clear, prefocused spot lens
concentrates light in a specific area.  Comes with one PR-6
bulb installed plus one spare bulb.  Requires two D cell
batteries (not included).

Length:  15-1/4"; Diameter:  2-1/4."

6230-00-926-4331 EA. . . . $17.71

Lightstick (Chemlight)
Chemical lights, commonly known as
“chemlights,” are non-toxic, non-
flammable sources of light.
Chemlights are effective for
emergency, safety, and signaling
uses.  They provide safe luminance
without heat, sparks or flames.  (The energy released in a
chemical reaction is converted directly into cold light).  
Self-contained, compact, rugged and waterproof.

Average life rating:  8 hours.  Length:  6"

6260-01-178-5560     Blue BX. . . . $11.81
(contains 10 EA)

Average life rating:  12 hours.  Length:  6"

6260-01-196-0136     Yellow BX. . . . $10.81
(contains 10 EA)

6260-01-178-5559     Red BX. . . . $10.81
(contains 10 EA)

6260-01-195-9753     Orange BX. . . . $10.81
(contains 10 EA)

6260-01-074-4229     Green BX. . . . $10.81
(contains 10 EA)

Road Flare
In case of hazard or
emergency, use this 30-minute
flare to warn oncoming traffic.
Each flare comes complete with a U-shaped wire stand.

Length:  17-1/2".

1370-01-009-2593     Red BX. . . . $50.32
(contains 36 EA)

Some of the product descriptions are
abbreviated in this catalog.
Customers who require additional
information should consult the GSA
Supply Catalog.

GSA Supply offers you immediate access to over 7,000 items.  The following pages highlight a few
items that may be particularly helpful to those responsible for our protection.  For details on how
to order, please see the options available on page 59.
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Regional Marketing Managers

Name Agency Address City, State, Zip Internet Phone/Fax

Judy Poskanzer GSA/FSS/2FM Room 20-100 New York, NY  10278 judy.poskanzer@gsa.gov P:  212-264-0305 
26 Federal Plaza F:  212-264-9759

Mike Ruggeri GSA/FSS/3FM Business Philadelphia, PA  michael.ruggeri@gsa.gov P:  215-446-5055
Development Div. 19107-3191 F:  215-656-3842
20 North Eighth Street

Kelley Holcombe GSA/FSS/4FM Suite 2600 Atlanta, GA  30308 kelley.holcombe@gsa.gov P:  404 331-3026
401 W. Peachtree St., NW F:  404-331-7563

Frank Hoeft GSA/FSS/5FM Room 3400 Chicago, IL  60604 frank.hoeft@gsa.gov P:  312-886-8870
230 S. Dearborn St. F:  312-353-7548

Timothy Benoit GSA/FSS/6FM Bldg. 6 2FL Kansas City, MO  64131 timothy.benoit@gsa.gov P:  816-926-5548
1500 E. Bannister Rd. F:  816-823-1235    

Charles Little GSA/FSS/7FM Room 6A10 Ft. Worth, TX  76102 charles.little@gsa.gov P:  817-978-2892
819 Taylor St. F:  817-978-2540

Ken Bowen GSA/FSS/7F-8 Bldg. 41, Room 253 Denver, CO  80225-0506 ken.bowen@gsa.gov P:  303-236-7547
Denver Federal Ctr. F:  303-236-0686
P.O. Box 25506

John Boyan GSA/FSS/9FM 4th Floor West San Francisco, CA  94102 john.boyan@gsa.gov P:  415-522-2826
450 Golden Gate Ave. F:  415-522-2812

James Hamilton GSA/FSS/10FM 400 15th South West Auburn, WA  98001-6599 james.hamilton@gsa.gov P:  253-931-7496
F:  253-931-7389 

Contact your Regional Marketing Manager for information regarding training.
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Body Fluids Barrier Kit
For use with other first aid
kits or by itself, this kit
contains components to
protect first responders and
first aid providers from
bodily fluids such as blood.
Each kit comes in a red
nylon case with hanging
snap and has two 1 person sets, each in a reclosable pouch.
Each set contains one pair of latex gloves, one combination
face and eye shield, one mouth-to-mouth shield, two
towelettes and one biohazard disposal bag with tie.

6515-01-376-7247 KT. . . . $23.13

Blanket
This heavyweight, twill blanket
is made of 80% wool and
20% cotton/rayon, orlon
or similar synthetic fibers.
Edges are finished with
over-edge stitching.
Blanket will not shrink more
than 10%.  Size:  66 x 84.”

7210-00-205-2804 EA. . . . $17.11

Safety Helmet
Helmet is intended to reduce the
force of impact resulting from a
blow only to the top of the head.
Adjustable chin strap, nape
strap and headband. Fits hat
sizes 6-3/4 to 8". Cap with front
peak; without headlamp clips. Helmet is
intended to reduce the danger of contact exposure to high-
voltage conductors. Samples are proof-tested at 20,000 volts
(phase to ground). Class E (Electrical).

One size fits all.

8415-00-935-3132    Blue EA. . . . . $6.11

First Aid Kits
First aid kit is designed
by the USDA Forest
Service for forest
workers and wild land
firefighters, but is suitably
equipped for all users.  Kit
consists of:  three povidone
iodine swabs; two gauze pads; two
non-stick pads, six bandages (woven adhesive); four butterfly
closures; elastic bandage; one pair of latex gloves; mouth-to-
mouth barrier; towelette; biohazard bag; one roll of adhesive
tape; two sheets of moleskin; face mask; two aspirins; two
acetaminophen tablets.  Includes instructions for mouth-to-
mouth barrier use and contents use.  Type I.  Personal first aid
kit comes in a translucent plastic telescoping case.

6545-00-656-1092 EA. . . . $10.47

First aid kit is designed by the USDA Forest Service for forest
workers and wild land firefighters, but is suitably equipped for
all users.  Kit contains:  antiseptic kit; two body fluids barrier
kits; 25 bandages (woven adhesive); 12 knuckles bandages; 16
butterfly closure bandages; two elastic bandages; triangular
bandages; two pairs of latex gloves; three rolls of adhesive
tape; two sheets of moleskin; chemical cold pack; eye wash
solution; one tincture of green soap; one bottle of calamine
lotion; 20 aspirins; 20 acetaminophen tablets; two patient infor-
mation tags; forceps; paramedic shears; lead pencil.  Includes
instructions for mouth-to-mouth barrier use, first aid manual,
and contents list.  Type II. For use in vehicles or small crews
(eight to 10 persons).  Comes in metal hanging case.

6545-00-656-1093 EA. . . . $56.21

First aid kit is designed by the USDA Forest Service for forest
workers and wild land firefighters, but is suitably equipped for
all users. Kit contains: antiseptic kit; two iodine bottle/iodine
swab units; two body fluids barrier kits; 25 bandages (woven
adhesive); 12 knuckle bandages; 16 butterfly closures; two
elastic bandages; two triangular bandages; bandage compress;
elastic support; two combine dressings; two pairs of latex
gloves; three rolls of adhesive tape; two sheets of moleskin;
two chemical cold packs; two eye wash units; bottle tincture 
of green soap; bottle calamine lotion; 20 aspirins; 20
acetaminophen tablets; two patient information tags; forceps;
medic shears; lead pencil. Includes instructions for mouth-to-
mouth barrier use, first aid manual, and contents list. Type III.
For use in vehicles or large crews (20 to 25 persons).  Comes in
a metal hanging case.  Can be used with alice clips.  

6545-00-656-1094 EA. . . . $72.23 
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Fire Extinguisher
Designed for extinguishing small fires.
Ratings are based on UL 711 testing, which
uses the following classes:  Class A:  Wood
and paper fires; Class B:  Flammable liquid
fires; Class C:  Can be used in the presence
of charged electrical circuits.  Weights
noted are the approximate amount of
extinguishing agent with which charged

extinguishers are supplied.  Dry chemicals (sodium
bicarbonate and multi-purpose phosphate are used) leave a
powdery residue that can damage delicate instruments; CO2
leaves no residue; water conducts electricity and can freeze..  

Rating 10B:C with 2-1/2-lb. charge.  Includes stored pressure
and is refillable.  Vehicle mounting bracket included.

4210-00-965-1105 EA. . . . $29.33 
Rating is 4A:60B:C with a 10-lb. charge.  Wall mounting bracket
is included.

4210-00-889-2491 EA. . . . $44.58
Rating is 20B:C with a 5-lb. charge.  Vehicle mounting bracket
is included.

4210-00-775-0127 EA. . . . $38.84

Rubber-Lined Synthetic
Cotton Fire Hose
Elastomer-lined fire hose features an
ozone-resistant lining.  Single synthetic
cotton jacket is mildew-resistant.
Working  pressure is 450 PSI, coupled with
aluminum, rocker-lug coupling.  This 1-1/2"-diameter hose
features 1-1/2" 9 NH threaded aluminum couplings.

4210-00-777-1592 LG. . . . $94.80
(contains 100 FT)

Synthetic-Lined Fire Hose
This lined, synthetic, woven jacket hose is light-weight and 
100-feet long with aluminum rocker lug couplings.  Working
pressure is 450 PSI. 1-1/2" diameter hose has a 1-1/2" NH
threaded coupling.

4210-01-165-6597 LG. . . . $70.99
(contains 100 FT)

Fire Hose Nozzle
Barrel-type nozzle with shut off is made
of aluminum alloy.  Outer barrel rotates
from high-flow spray, to high-flow straight
stream, to low-flow spray, to low-flow straight stream, and to
off.  Female intake is 1-1/2", 9 NH, 20 to 75- gpm.

4210-01-167-1123 EA. . . . $41.10

Fire Hose Wye Valve
Aluminum wye valve features a female
inlet and two ball-valved male outlets.
Ball-type release of water for either or
both outlets.  Working pressure is 600
PSI.  All threads are 1-1/2", 9 NH.

4210-00-984-3475 EA. . . . $88.24

Firefighter’s Work Gloves
These heavy-duty, Gunn-cut, cowhide gloves
are designed for use on fire lines and can
be used for general forestry work.
Feature an adjustable wrist strap.  Meet
the requirements for NFPA 1977-98.

8415-01-394-0210    Medium PR. . . . $12.04
8415-01-394-0215    Large PR. . . . $12.04

Disposable Nitrile Gloves
Disposable nitrile ambidextrous gloves are powder-free and
latex-free.  Gloves fit tightly for a comfortable grip that reduces
fatigue.  Industrial grade suitable for general-purpose use.
Length:  9-1/2"; Thickness:  4 mils.

8415-01-492-0179    Medium BX. . . . $13.15
(contains 100 EA)

8415-01-492-0178    Large BX. . . . $13.15
(contains 100 EA)

Disposable Latex Gloves
General-purpose, disposable latex examination gloves feature a
tapered-finger design.  Lightly powdered, non-sterile, medical-
grade gloves can be comfortably worn on either hand.

8415-01-434-1781    Large BX. . . . . $8.79
(contains 100 EA)

Every attempt has been made to provide the most current prices available.  Prices are
subject to change without notice.  Please confirm your price when the order is placed.
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Traffic Cone
Plastic or rubber cone is ideal for marking
roadwork, helping to prevent accidents. Square-
base cones can be used for marking line

painting or serves as an emergency blockade.
Height:  28."

9905-00-527-4997    
Red-Orange BX. . . . $41.05

(contains 5 EA)

Multi-Tools
The tool includes:  bottle
opener; can opener; punch
blade; needle-nose pliers;
regular pliers; wire cutters;
clip-point knife blade;
serrated knife blade;
wood/bone saw; file; 9" ruler;
small, medium and large screwdrivers. Stainless steel finish.
Black nylon sheath. Length:  4-1/2" (closed).

5110-01-425-7570 EA. . . . $44.14

The next generation in multi-purpose tools! Offers two locking
knife blades with one-hand access, plus two more locking tools
and a more comfortable handle. It also contains:  needlenose
and regular pliers; wire cutters; hard wire cutters; clip-point
knife; serrated knife; diamond-coated file; wood saw, scissors;
extra small, small, medium, large and Phillips screwdrivers;
can/bottle opener; wire stripper and lanyard attachment.
Stainless steel finish. Leather sheath. Length:  4” (closed).

5110-01-456-0578 EA. . . . $78.59

Multi-Tool Tool Kit
This kit contains a multiplier tool (NSN 5110-01-346-5339), six
stainless steel screwdriver bits and a coupler that fits over the
Phillips screwdriver blade in the multiplier. The six screwdriver
bits consist of three Phillips bits and three flat-head bits.
Furnished in a black synthetic sheath with a Velcro flap
closure, a belt loop, and two pockets, one for the multi-plier too
and one for the rubber bit holder.

5110-01-385-7354 EA. . . . $50.24

Pocket Multi-Tools (Retractable)
All-in-one survival tool. Component-locking mechanism.
Retractable pliers-head knife tool contains:  drop-point and
serrated knife blades; pliers; wire cutters; flat-head and
Phillips screwdrivers; can/bottle opener; lanyard eye; ruler;
crimper. Arrives in a synthetic sheath with a Velcro closure and
belt loop. Tool possesses a bright finish. Gerber (Fiskars) P/N
07500G, or equal. Length:  4-3/8" (closed).

5110-01-346-5339 EA. . . . $46.50

Multi-purpose survival pocket tool with a component-locking
mechanism. The tool contains:  serrated knife blade; pliers;
drop-point knife; wire cutters; flat-head and Phillips
screwdrivers; can/bottle opener; lanyard eye; ruler; crimper.
Includes synthetic sheath with Velcro closure and belt loop.
Boasts a black oxide finish. Gerber (Fiskars) P/N 07520G, or
equal. Length:  4-7/8" (closed).

5110-01-346-5341 EA. . . . $51.31

Personal Desk Kit
Ideal for telecommuters,
temporary assignments,
training classes, new
hires and people who
work at home! This kit
collects 21 essential
office products in one
convenient unit.
Components include:  
3”x 3” self-stick note
pad; 100 paper clips; 
4-oz. bag of rubber
bands; stapler; 5,000
staples; staple remover;
tape dispenser; 36-yard
roll of invisible tape;
wooden ruler; white cor-
rection tape; pair of
scissors (8”); cushion-
grip mechanical pencil;
lead refill for mechani-
cal pencil (7 mm); letter opener; three retractable ballpoint
pens; three no. 2 pencils; florescent highlighters (set of four
colors); one lined writing pad (8-1/2  x 11”); one medium-size
clam clip; one box of clam clip refills; “while you were out” 
message pads.

7520-01-493-6006 KT. . . . $50.97
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Face Shield
For use when cutting,
grinding or chipping wood or
metal, or when handling
hazardous liquids,
pathogenic viruses or
chemicals. Non-irritating,
adjustable, locking headgear
includes a vulcanized fiber
crown protector and an
adjustable and replaceable
sweatband. Clear plastic 9 x 18" window tilts up to provide
clear view when protection is not required. Made of corrosion-
resistant metal parts and slow-burning plastic parts. Note:
Face shield is not for primary protection and should always be
used with goggles. This item is included in the Navy’s PRIME
(Plastics Removal In Marine Environment) Program.

4240-00-542-2048 EA. . . . $10.58

Safety Glasses
Glasses provide eye protection
while doing light work and can
be worn over most prescription
glasses. Wraparound style is
made of polycarbonate plastic
and features an anti-scratch,
anti-fog coating and UV
protection. In accordance with ANSI Z87.1.

4240-01-292-2816    Clear PR. . . . . $3.97

Safety Goggles
For use as primary eye protection while performing any job
that can possibly produce eye-damaging debris. Also suitable
as chemical goggles in areas with indirect venting. Goggles
consist of a polycarbonate plastic lens with a soft outer
molded plastic frame and may be worn over most prescription
glasses. Features an anti-scratch, anti-fog coating and UV
protection. Fits over eyeglasses, with elastic headband.

4240-01-292-2818    Clear PR.. . . . . $5.19

Disposable Particulate Respirator
Lightweight, low-profile design provides comfort by minimizing
interference with eye protection. N95 protection provides
defense against non-oil particulates and is 95% efficient.
Designed to function as a one-size-fits-all respirator to include
adjustable straps and a pre-shaped metal noseband for
customized nasal contour adjustment. Includes an exhalation
valve.

4240-01-492-0177 BX. . . . $12.51
(contains 10 EA)

Dust Mask (Disposable)
Light-weight dust mask features an adjustable nose clip and
adjustable upper and lower elastic straps to hold it in place,
making it ideal for covering nose and mouth. Excellent for use
when grinding, sanding, sweeping, bagging, and other dusty
operations. Disposable unit meets NIOSH 42 CFR 84 N95
requirement.

4240-01-463-5449 BX. . . . $18.20
(contains 20 EA)

Ear Plugs
Plugs are designed to provide
general hearing protection. Made
of non-toxic, expandable foam
that conforms to any ear size.
Provides a minimum noise rating (NRR) of 29 decibel. Each
pair is wrapped individually. Dispenser box contains 200 pairs. 

6515-00-137-6345 BX. . . . $15.51
(contains 400 EA)

High-Visibility Safety
Clothing
High-visibility clothing for
daytime and nighttime safety
vest. Vinyl-coated fluorescent
mesh safety vest specifically
designed for military personnel
wearing field packs. The over-
the-head vest features two 
1-1/2"-wide silver-white reflective horizontal stripes on both the
front and back. Vest has an attached reflective waist belt that
closes in front with hook and loop fasteners. All edges are
enclosed with binding. Fluorescent orange.

8415-00-177-4974 EA. . . . $24.06
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Padlocks
High-security protection is a snap with
this tamper-resistant combination lock.
Great for preventing theft of classified
materials and other valuables. Supplied
with instructions and tools for changing
combination up to 30,000 times. Case
measures 2-3/4” wide and 4-1/8" long;
shackle is 5/16" in diameter with 3/4"
clearance.

5340-00-285-6523 EA. . . . $81.12

Ideal for low-security applications! Keyless combination lock
with four-point combination may be changed as many as 10,000
times for added security (preset combinations, instructions
and tools included). Operates by four numbered disks on either
face or bottom of case. Working parts are lubricated with
graphite for ease of use. Hardened steel shackle with 2-1/4"
clearance.

5340-00-292-0896 EA. . . . . $8.64

Series 5200GL lock possesses
a steel body. Hardened steel
shackle’s diameter measures
0.312", with a clearance of
1-1/8". (Each lock is keyed
differently. Furnished with
two keys. Does not include a
chain or a key-retaining
feature.)

5340-00-158-3805 EA. . . . . $4.68

Key-operated padlock is appropriate for low-security
situations. Shackle diameter may range from 1/4 to 3/8",
shackle clearance from 3/4 to 1-1/2". Shackle side clearance:
3/4" minimum. (Case will arrive solid or laminated.) Shackle
and case fashioned from brass or bronze. This item is included
in the Navy’s PRIME (Plastics Removal In Marine Environment)
Program.

5340-01-346-7462 EA. . . . . $5.50

Laboratory Apron
Disposable apron is
made of polyethylene or
spun-bonded olefin and
is lint-free. Serves as
effective protection
against damaging
chemicals, coating and
dirt. Comes in a
dispenser box with 100
aprons on a tear-off roll.
Bib-style apron includes
waist ties and a neckband. Opaque White. Size:  28 x 46."

8415-00-222-8074 HD. . . . $10.12

Antibacterial Hand Soap
Micrell antibacterial liquid hand soap
contains an antimicrobial agent that kills
germs in seconds and continues to inhibit
the growth of bacteria even after the soap is
rinsed off. Moisturizers make it mild and
gentle, even with regular use. 
Dermatologist tested. 

8520-01-490-7370 12 oz. Pump BX. . . . $37.44
(contains 20 EA)

Hand Sanitizers
Purell’s instant hand sanitizer is ideal for
food service staff, healthcare workers,
troops in the field, and office workers.
Conveniently sanitizes hands when soap
and water are not available. Non-toxic,
not sticky, hypoallergenic and
moisturizing. Requires no towels 
or rinsing.

8520-01-490-7358 4-1/2 oz. Bottle BX. . . . $42.41
(contains 24 EA)

8520-01-490-7365 12 oz. Pump BX. . . . $49.95
(contains 12 EA)

If you have questions or need additional information about ordering the products
contained on pages 53 -58, please contact the National Customer Service Center
at 800-488-3111 or DSN 465-1416.

GSA Global Supply
Ordering Information

Ordering with GSA is easy!
A variety of options are described in detail in 
the sections below for ordering GSA Global
Supply items. 

It is important to note that by acquiring products
and services through GSA, via the various
methods described below, ordering agencies are
able to avoid the significant costs associated
with having to do their own contracting.

GSA Global Supply
Order Program Items Online …
www.gsaAdvantage.gov

GSA’s online shopping service gives you
immediate access to the items in this catalog
and to hundreds of thousands of commercial
items available from GSA.  You can use your GSA
SmartPay® card or set up an account using your
agency’s Activity Address Code.  Select the
items you want and order right from your desk.
We’ve added many options our customers
requested, and we think you will be very
impressed with the flexibility you have in
ordering, checking status, selecting the 
shipping address, and/or reviewing the 
products in more detail.

Telephone:  1-800-525-8027

Call our toll-free number to place your order. We
are open from 7:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. Eastern Time,
Monday through Friday.  Our staff is eager to
answer any questions, take your order or set up
an account using your agency’s Activity Address
Code.  We also accept the GSA SmartPay®

Purchase Card.

Fax:  1-800-856-7057

You will receive an order confirmation and
tracking number for your files.

E-mail:  csc.order@gsa.gov

Mail: Address your order to:
GSA, FSS, Customer Supply Center
501 W. Felix St. Bldg 11A
P.O. Box 6659
Fort Worth, TX 76115

FEDSTRIP/MILSTRIP

We continue to support orders routed from the
Defense Automated Addressing System (DAAS)
and the Automated Digital Network (AUTODIN).
We gladly accept your Standard Form 344 or
DD1348. MUFFIN and TTOS orders are also
accepted!

To fulfill the strategic supply needs of Federal
and military customers, GSA Global Supply
ensures quick, full-service response to the
overseas military war fighters, the wildfire crew,
and the FEMA disaster team, as well as the
recurring daily supply needs of all agencies.
GSA Global Supply has tools, paint and
paintbrushes, office supplies, tableware and
janitorial supplies — and almost everything in
between. 

In addition, we carry thousands of items that can
be ordered through our Special Order Program.
With the benefit of leveraged buying power, our
full-service supply solutions cover the range of
electronic and paper catalogs and multiple
ordering channels. 

In short, GSA Global Supply provides speed and
savings, which allows the Federal government to
concentrate on core mission essentials.  
To receive a catalog or learn more about the 
GSA Global Supply program, call 1-800-488-3111. 
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Homeland Security Virtual Team POCs

Center Contact Name Phone

Services Acquisition Center Jeff Manthos 703-305-6085

Office and Scientific Equipment Center Donald Beaver 703-305-7408

Information Technology David Orcutt 703-305-7898

General Products Center Harry Henson 817-978-8684

Management Services Center Dennis Blood 253-931-7514

National Furniture Center John Fichtel 202-494-7581

Office Supplies and Administrative 
Services Acquisition Center Alan Rosner 212-264-2390

Hardware SuperStore Ellen Upchurch 816-926-7808

Homeland Security Patricia Pierson 703-305-7552
Publication Information Shannon Wheeler 703-305-6643
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In conjunction with the Point of Contacts listed at the bottom of the preceding pages, 
a Homeland Security team has been established to answer any additional questions. You can
call 1-866-GSA-1177 and select menu options that will connect you with the right contact to
assist you with your homeland security needs through the MAS Program. Or, call direct to the
Center contacts listed below for help on locating a MAS security solution.
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